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SentimentIntensityAnalyser

sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores()

!pip install vaderSentiment 

from vaderSentiment.vaderSentiment import SentimentIntensityAnalyzer 
 
# Initialize VADER so we can use it later 
sentimentAnalyser = SentimentIntensityAnalyzer() 

import pandas as pd 
pd.options.display.max_colwidth = 400 

sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores("I like the Marvel movies") 

{'neg': 0.0, 'neu': 0.361, 'pos': 0.639, 'compound': 0.6486} 

sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores("I don't like the Marvel movies") 

{'neg': 0.526, 'neu': 0.474, 'pos': 0.0, 'compound': -0.5334} 

sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores("I despise the Marvel movies with every fiber of my 
being") 

{'neg': 0.169, 'neu': 0.634, 'pos': 0.197, 'compound': 0.1027} 

sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores("I don't *not* like the Marvel movies") 

{'neg': 0.255, 'neu': 0.546, 'pos': 0.199, 'compound': -0.1307} 
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# List of sentences 
sentences = ["I like the Marvel movies", 
             "I don't like the Marvel movies", 
             "I despise the Marvel movies with every fiber of my being", 
             "I don't *not* live the Marvel movies"] 
 
# Loop through list of sentences 
for sentence in sentences: 
    # Run VADER on each sentence 
    sentiment_scores = sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores(sentence) 
     
    # Print scores for each sentence 
    print(f"""'{sentence}' \n 

 Negative Sentiment: {sentiment_scores['neg']} \n   
 Neutral Sentiment: {sentiment_scores['neu']} \n 
 Positive Sentiment: {sentiment_scores['pos']} \n 
 Compound Sentiment: {sentiment_scores['compound']} \n 

--- \n""") 

'I like the Marvel movies' 
 

 Negative Sentiment: 0.0  
   

 Neutral Sentiment: 0.361  
 

 Positive Sentiment: 0.639 
 

 Compound Sentiment: 0.6486  
 
---  
 
'I don't like the Marvel movies'  
 

 Negative Sentiment: 0.526 
   

 Neutral Sentiment: 0.474  
 

 Positive Sentiment: 0.0  
 

 Compound Sentiment: -0.5334  
 
---  
 
'I despise the Marvel movies with every fiber of my being'  
 

 Negative Sentiment: 0.169 
   

 Neutral Sentiment: 0.634  
 

 Positive Sentiment: 0.197 
 

 Compound Sentiment: 0.1027  
 
---  
 
'I don't *not* live the Marvel movies'  
 

 Negative Sentiment: 0.28  
   

 Neutral Sentiment: 0.72  
 

 Positive Sentiment: 0.0  
 

 Compound Sentiment: -0.3252  
 
---  
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.apply()

trump_df = pd.read_csv('../texts/social-media/Trump-Tweets_2009-2021.csv') 
trump_df = trump_df.drop(['id', 'device', 'isDeleted', 'isRetweet', 'isFlagged'], 
axis='columns') 
trump_df.head() 

def calculate_sentiment(text): 
    # Run VADER on the text 
    scores = sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores(text) 
    # Extract the compound score 
    compound_score = scores['compound'] 
    # Return compound score 
    return compound_score 

calculate_sentiment('I like the Marvel movies') 

0.6486 
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# Apply the function to every row in the "text" column and output the results into a 
new column "sentiment_score" 
trump_df['sentiment_score'] = trump_df['text'].apply(calculate_sentiment) 

trump_df.sort_values(by='sentiment_score', ascending=False)[:10] 
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trump_df.sort_values(by='sentiment_score', ascending=True)[:10] 
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.resample()

.mean()

# Convert the date column to datetime values 
trump_df['date'] = pd.to_datetime(trump_df['date']) 
 
# Make date the index of the DataFrame 
trump_df = trump_df.set_index('date') 

trump_df.head(2) 

trump_df.resample('M')['sentiment_score'].mean().plot( 
    title="Trump's Tweet Sentiment by Month"); 
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.resample()

.loc

trump_df.resample('D')['sentiment_score'].mean().plot( 
    title="Trump's Tweet Sentiment by Day"); 

trump_df.loc["2020"].resample('W')['sentiment_score'].mean().plot(title="Trump's Tweet 
Sentiment by Week in 2020"); 

trump_df.loc["2020-11-07":"2020-11-30"].sort_values(by='sentiment_score')[:10] 

<ipython-input-37-2b4f38b767db>:1: FutureWarning: Value based partial slicing on non-
monotonic DatetimeIndexes with non-existing keys is deprecated and will raise a 
KeyError in a future Version. 
  trump_df.loc["2020-11-07":"2020-11-30"].sort_values(by='sentiment_score')[:10] 
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nltk.sent_tokenize()

# Read in text file 
text = open("../texts/literature/Grimms-Little-Red-Cap.txt").read() 
# Replace line breaks with spaces 
text = text.replace('\n', ' ') 

!pip install nltk 

import nltk 
nltk.download('punkt') 

nltk.sent_tokenize(text) 
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enumerate()

['LITTLE RED-CAP   Once upon a time, there was a sweet little girl, who was loved by 
every one who looked at her, and most of all by her Grandmother.', 
 'There was nothing that she would not have given the child!', 
 'Once she gave her a little cap of red velvet, which suited her so well that she 
would not wear anything else.', 
 'So she was always called Little Red-Cap.', 
 'One day, her Mother said to her, “Come, Little Red-Cap, here is a piece of cake and 
a bottle of wine.', 
 'Take them to your Grandmother.', 
 'She is ill and weak, and they will do her good.', 
 'Set out before it gets hot.', 
 'Walk nicely and quietly.', 
 'Do not run off the path, or you may fall and break the bottle; then your 
Grandmother will get nothing!', 
 'When you go into her room, don’t forget to say ‘Good morning,’ and don’t stop to 
peep into every corner, before you do it.”  “I’ll take great care,” said Little Red-
Cap to her Mother, and gave her hand on it.', 
 'The Grandmother lived in the wood, half an hour’s distance from the village, and 
just as Little Red-Cap entered the wood, a Wolf met her.', 
 'Red-Cap did not know what a wicked creature he was, and was not at all afraid of 
him '

for number, sentence in enumerate(nltk.sent_tokenize(text)): 
    print(number, sentence) 
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sentence_scores

pd.DataFrame()

0 LITTLE RED-CAP   Once upon a time, there was a sweet little girl, who was loved by 
every one who looked at her, and most of all by her Grandmother. 
1 There was nothing that she would not have given the child! 
2 Once she gave her a little cap of red velvet, which suited her so well that she 
would not wear anything else. 
3 So she was always called Little Red-Cap. 
4 One day, her Mother said to her, “Come, Little Red-Cap, here is a piece of cake and 
a bottle of wine. 
5 Take them to your Grandmother. 
6 She is ill and weak, and they will do her good. 
7 Set out before it gets hot. 
8 Walk nicely and quietly. 
9 Do not run off the path, or you may fall and break the bottle; then your 
Grandmother will get nothing! 
10 When you go into her room, don’t forget to say ‘Good morning,’ and don’t stop to 
peep into every corner, before you do it.”  “I’ll take great care,” said Little Red-
Cap to her Mother, and gave her hand on it. 
11 The Grandmother lived in the wood, half an hour’s distance from the village, and 
just as Little Red-Cap entered the wood, a Wolf met her. 
12 Red-Cap did not know what a wicked creature he was, and was not at all afraid of 
him

# Break text into sentences
sentences = nltk.sent_tokenize(text) 
 
# Make empty list 
sentence_scores = [] 
# Get each sentence and sentence number, which is what enumerate does 
for number, sentence in enumerate(sentences): 
    # Use VADER to calculate sentiment 
    scores = sentimentAnalyser.polarity_scores(sentence) 
    # Make dictionary and append it to the previously empty list 
    sentence_scores.append({'sentence': sentence, 'sentence_number': number+1, 
'sentiment_score': scores['compound']}) 

pd.DataFrame(sentence_scores) 
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# Assign DataFrame to variable red_df 
red_df = pd.DataFrame(sentence_scores) 
 
# Sort by the column "sentiment_score" and slice for first 10 values 
red_df.sort_values(by='sentiment_score')[:10] 

# Sort by the column "sentiment_score," this time in descending order, and slice for 
first 10 values 
red_df.sort_values(by='sentiment_score', ascending=False)[:10] 
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red_df['sentiment_score'].plot(); 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 
ax = red_df['sentiment_score'].plot(x='sentence_number', y='sentiment_score', 
kind='line', 
                        figsize=(10,5), rot=90, title='Sentiment in "Little-Red Cap"') 
 
# Plot a horizontal line at 0 
plt.axhline(y=0, color='orange', linestyle='-'); 
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.rolling()

# Get averages for a rolling window, then plot 
red_df.rolling(5)['sentiment_score'].mean().plot(x='sentence_number', 
y='sentiment_score', kind='line', 
                        figsize=(10,5), rot=90, title='Sentiment in "Little-Red Cap"') 
 
# Plot a horizontal line at 0 
plt.axhline(y=0, color='orange', linestyle='-'); 
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